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Tosunoglu Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.

Denizli OSB Mahallesi

Fahri Karaca Cad. No. 11

20330 Honaz/Denizli, TURKEY

Hohenstein Textile Testing Institute

GmbH & Co. KG

74357 Bönnigheim

Germany

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Tosunoglu Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

Towel, kitchen towel, kitchen apron, napkin, runner, dish

cloth, kitchen glove, pot holder, bath towel, peshtemal,

table cloth, pillow case, blanket, throw, bed cover

produced from terry (knitted, woven), velvet and woven

(also pique) fabric made of cotton, white, dyed and

yarn-dyed; woven terry fabric made of cotton/lyocell,

white, dyed; woven fabric made of cotton (also vat

dyed), polypropylene, acrylic, viscose, linen, polyester,

hemp and their mixtures among each other, white and

yarn-dyed; woven velvet (also chenille) fabric made of

polyester white and dyed; sublimation printed woven

fabric on polyester; pigment printed woven fabric on

cotton with or without polyester metallised yarn; pillow

produced from sublimation (disperse digital) printed

woven fabric on polyester; waterproof mattress

protector produced from knitted terry fabric made of

cotton/polyester, white and dyed with or without acrylic

coating, anti-slippery coating, water, oil and soil

repellent finish, partly laminated white and transparent

TPU membrane, polyolefin, … [Please scan QR code for

full scope]

PRODUCT CLASS

II (products with direct contact to skin) - Annex 4

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

 The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

20.HTR.12527

HOHENSTEIN HTTI

This certificate 20.HTR.12527 is valid until

30.06.2025.

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

✓ Test report : 24.1095450

✓ Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

 

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ivonne Schramm

Head of Certification Body OEKO-TEX®

Boennigheim, 2024-04-17


